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About This Game

JAILBREAK - is a hardcore 2D platformer with elements of survival in which you have to pass levels for the prisoner. In this
game you have to help your hero to escape by collecting keys from different doors. At each level there are four keys collecting
those opens the door to the chamber that will transfer you to another level. In the game there are various types of traps, so be
very attentive and think over every step. Wrong move may lead to the death of the protagonist and accordingly, the level will

restart.

KEY FEATURES:

1) A large number of various levels.
2) Beautiful, animated graphics.

3) Hardcore, interesting gameplay.
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Title: JAILBREAK
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
IndieLip
Publisher:
IndieLip
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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it is a sick game echt heel sick vet
. I just played my first ever round and won. Mind you there were 6 players in the lobby, also the only lobby to choose from, and
the game only lasted about 4 minutes, while it took 10 minutes waiting in the lobby for the game to start. Don't reccomend this
as an actual game to anyone.. Cool but repetitive. This game is worth playing because, aside from Tie Fighter, it's one of the
best, and only, Star Wars space ship simulators.. Good game but UI sh!ts itself everytime I clear a level.
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ok pls see my review of the main ac game ( 2\/10) .
now considering that it's obvious that i will not recommend this game or it's DLCs.

2 mission - 2 gear - 10 mission - 10 gear, 100 mission and a thousand gear it all sucks !

i give this DLC : 0\/10
reviewed by IMMORTALEADER. It seems like a good game but because there is no graphics bar, i cant even play it! could you
add in the settings page a thing that will let me change the graphics quality? because otherwise it just lags crazily all the time
. DO NOT DOWNLOAD IT WILL CRASH YUO COMPUTER PLUS THE CONTROLES ARE BROKE. I WANT MY
MONEY BACK!. Now i know how to Dev a game xD
It's a great game..
Only take an hour to finish this game
Thanks Dev for making this game :D
*Thumbs up*. It's poker with some RPG-lite elements and a Western theme.

Surprisingly decent, but make sure you get it at an appropriate price for the low-fi implementation.. Okay, I did one play
through and it actually took less than the 0.8 hours I have on record. It's that short (the store page does mention it takes about
15-45 minutes for a single play through. This seems pretty accurate.)
 There isn't much depth to the game and it might be a decent distraction if you get it on sale (I picked it up on a Summer Sale
for pretty cheap.) The premise seemed pretty good but it feels like the game is missing features or it was underdeveloped, which
contributed to my lack of interest in playing through more than once.

 Edit: I'll give them a positive nod for getting a game to market. It appears to be their first try at this, so kudos there.. Good
story. Great music.. I must confess this felt so much like a 9 Clues game, I had to check whether it was the same developer or
not. Turns out it isn’t.
Those unofficial Scooby-Doo spin-offs are some of the most hilarious “so bad it’s good” stuff you can get on Steam. Like 9
Clues 2, the story is a mix of some of the silliest writing, allied with abysmally FAILed deduction sequences. The resulting
cocktail can be awesome—if you are in the mood for it.
But this game reaches new depths its prestigious model didn’t dream of, as even the hidden objects sequences haven’t been
checked for bad spelling (Who doesn’t like to wear a bowl at a party, instead of a tie), or even for proper translation for that
matter (you are going to be surprised by what a “necklace” or a “glass case” are supposed to be).
The main villain is Mr. Freeze cosplaying as an Ewok, for Christ’s sake!

I wish I could recommend it, but gaming-wise, the puzzles are also some of the stupidest ever. Quite a few of them are
Playskool complexity levels.

Anyway, thanks for the laughs, game, but as you say it: 

Thank God there is always a new day, where you can start at the beginning of everything.

. Neighbor is stylish, spooky, and very fun! It runs a bit on the short side, but I had more fun spending two hours playing
Neighbor than I would have had watching a movie.. It's about russia, of course is worth.
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